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Bubble Trouble

B lowing bubbles is so much fun!
U p, up, up and away they go!
B ubbles go up and POP!
B eautiful, colourful and shiny
L ovely children blowing, playing
and popping bubbles!
E verybody enjoys blowing
bubbles.
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Bubbles
e happy and blow bubbles
p, up and away
ig, round and colourful
ubbles go pop, pop, pop!
earn to make bubbles properly
njoy blowing and popping
ome bubbles are big
while others are small.
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A Lesson Learnt
Tom’s English examination was around the corner.
Instead of revising for his examination, he played with his toy
robot. When his mother went into his room to remind him to
revise, he lied that he had revised and continued playing.

The next day came in a blink of an eye. When Tom
went to school, he asked his friends why they were panicking.
His friends reminded him about the examination. Tom started
panicking. When his teacher, Mr Tan, gave him his examination
paper, he broke into a cold sweat. His face became as white as
a sheet of paper. He spent the time staring at his paper. When
he handed in his paper, he knew that he would
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.

A Lesson Learnt

A few days later, Tom’s form teacher, Mr Tan,
called him into his office. Tom dragged himself there. His heart
was thumping away wildly. Mr Tan broke the bad news to Tom
that he had failed his examination. Tom became very worried
and thought about what would happen at home.

When Tom got home, he tried to hide his
examination paper. When his mother came home, she found the
paper. She was furious that Tom had failed and scolded him
severely. Tom

d

to turn over a new leaf and

revise diligently in the future.
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Lim Xinying Jamie
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to study
hard.
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The Crocodile
Crocodile was
C angry that Monkey had

ro

tricked him!

c o d i le

Cro d
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Crocodile was angry that

ke y
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Monkey
M

had

tricked him! oHe
snapped his jaws and said,
c o d i le
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“There is a spider behind you!”
ke y
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o
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Monkey

Cro d
co ile

turned around and Crocodile

ate him up.
Cr

ocodile
“Yum!” said Crocodil.
“That was tasty.”

Parrot

looked

at

Cro d
co ile

Crocodile

and

immediately flew away. He did not want to be
eaten.

Eli Kwek
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The Crocodile

Monkey tied Crocodile’s mouth with the bubble gum. Crocodile had
powerful jaws so he broke the bubble gum and ate it.
“Mmmmmmmmmm…,” said Crocodile.
Monkey was really, really mad. He was so mad that he snatched the
pack of pink bubble gum from Crocodile. Then, he took a piece of the
bubble gum. He popped it into his own mouth and started to chew.
Monkey chewed and blew a bubble. Monkey blew an enormous bubble!
The bubble was so enormous that it popped! All the water went out
of the river. There was no water in the river! Crocodile was sad and he
apologised to Monkey. Crocodile had learnt his lesson. Monkey
apologised to Crocodile too. They forgave each other and became friends
again.
Cro d
co ile
Vera Chan Yi Xuan
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Let’s be
friends!
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